Cumulative Voting & Minority
Representation
Amarillo ISD School Board
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The Center is dedicated to fair elections where
every vote counts and all voters are represented. As
a catalyst for reform, we conduct research, analysis, education and advocacy to build under standing of and support for more democratic voting systems. We promote full representation as an alternative to winner-take-all elections and instant runoff voting as an alternative to
plurality elections and traditional runoff elections.
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The Center for Voting and Democracy (CVD)
has a history of successful service to racial and
ethnic minorities seeking fair representation. We
worked closely with minority communities in
Amarillo (TX) in preparation for cumulative voting elections in 2000 and 2002. We helped AALDEF defend choice voting in New York City before the Department of Justice in 1999 and made
numerous presentations to community groups,
charter commissions and national organizations.

For more information, contact:
Rashad Robinson, Field Director
6930 Carroll Ave., Suite 610
Takoma Park, MD 20912
(301) 270-4616
(301) 270-4133 [fax]
www.fairvote.org
robinson@fairvote.org
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Although still novel to many Americans, cumulative
voting is not new to American politics. From 1870 to
1980, Illinois elected members of its general assembly by cumulative voting. Each legislative district had
three representatives, and voters could divide their
three votes among candidates however they wished —
including “plumping” all three votes on one candidate, which tripled that candidate’s chance to win.
The result was fair representation of racial minorities
and a fair balance between the major parties in nearly
every legislative district.
In Illinois, voters could vote for one, two or three candidates. Their three votes would then be divided
equally among those candidates, meaning either three
votes for one candidate, one and a half votes for two
or one vote for three. In the form of cumulative voting
used in Texas each voter can allocate whole votes as
they wish, such as giving one vote to one candidate
and two votes to another. A grouping of voters that
makes up more than a quarter of voters can control
representation of one of three seats. The more seats to
be elected, the lower the share of votes necessary to
earn representation.
More than 50 jurisdictions in Texas have adopted cumulative voting since 1991. In 2002, Amarillo elected
its school board by cumulative voting for the second
time. Under winner-take-all, no black or Latino has
been elected to the school board in two decades. Under cumulative voting, the seven-member board has
two Latinas and an African-American who won with
strong support in their communities — a much fairer
reflection of a city where more than 20 percent of citizens are non-white. Instituted to settle a voting rights
lawsuit brought by the NAACP, MALDEF and the
League of United Latin American Citizens, cumulative voting has worked very well. Voter turnout also
has surged; and all parties in the settlement express
satisfaction with the system.

